
Prime Waterfront Opportunity -

Restaurant, Office or ...

Offices • Retail

17/19 Eastlake Parade, Kingston, ACT 2604

Floor Area:

188 m²

Sold

$1,600,000
Sold: Wed 06-Oct-21

www.realcommercial.com.au/503662154
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Property Description

Burgess Rawson are proud to exclusive offer for sale 17/19 Eastlake Parade Kingston.

The unit is situated on the Waterfront of the highly desired and strong performing Kingston
foreshore. Kingston is one of the most populated suburbs in the nation's capital, is located a
mere 4 kms from Canberra's CBD and is a multipurpose and highly engaged district of
commercial and residential assets. Kingston is home to many well known restaurants, retail
and offices with unparalleled views of Lake Burley Griffin.

This superb tenancy is trapezoid in shape and consists of 190 sqm internal area. Nearly
20m of bi fold doors line the front of the tenancy allowing you to open the unit to the 114
sqm of exclusive outdoor area with pristine waterfront views. There is access to a grease
trap, and exhaust if needed as well as communal bathrooms to meet your licencing
requirements.

With the major expansion of the Kingston Foreshore and the Arts Precinct to come, this is a
perfect location for any office, restaurant or retailer looking to be at the heart of the action
and take advantage of the future growth.

For more information don't hesitate to contact James Baker 0421 863 040 or Guy Randell
0430 272 999

- Generous 190 sqm tenancy
- Exclusive 144 sqm outdoor
- Bi-fold doors
- An abundance of natural light
- High visibility location
- Pristine waterfront views
- Grease Trap and Exhaust
- Common bathrooms

Offers to lease will be considered.

Additional Details

Building
Whole

17/19 Eastlake Parade, Kingston, ACT 2604

James Baker
0421863040

Burgess Rawson Canberra
Commercial - Dickson
G03/19 Challis Street, Dickson ACT
2602
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